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essential
expert tricks

Take your photography to the next level with these top professional techniques

W

ith photography becoming increasingly
accessible in recent years and the rising
numbers of serious hobbyists and
amateur photographers looking to
flaunt their skills on social media, it has never been
more important to make sure that your photos
stand out from the crowd. It is often easy to spot a
professional image, so we’ve complied ten top tips
from some of the best photographers in the business
that will help you to elevate your imagery and take your
photography to the next level, which should ensure that
you have the stand-out image.

Right

Stand out
Ensure your images stand out with pro
techniques that include balancing flash
and ambient light, shown here in this
excellent capture from Neil van Niekerk
© Neil van Niekerk

Over the next few pages discover how to handle
difficult light, expose your people pictures to perfection
and learn how to make the most of natural reflectors
in the environment. Find out what it takes to shoot
immersive street shots and stunning landscapes with
tips on using wide-angle lenses and composition for
striking results. We’ve also covered lighting tips that will
transform mediocre shots into high-end, professionallooking captures, which include off-camera flash tricks
and studio lighting advice. And if that wasn’t enough,
discover the importance of colour in your imagery and
realise the power of shooting RAW.

MEET THE PROS
Katelyn James

katelynjamesblog.com
Professional wedding
photographer James
explains how to work
in harsh light.
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Ronya Galka

ronyagalka.com
Street photographer Galka
considers wide-angle
lenses and how to
capture movement.

Adrian Dennis

adriandennis.com
Award-winnng sports
photographer Adrian Dennis
shares his tips for capturing a
strong sense of movement.

Ian Rolfe

ianrolfelightscapes.com
Ian Rolfe reveals how
sunstars can add
something special to a
landscape scene.

Andy Farrer

andyfarrer.co.uk
Landscape photographer
Farrer shares his tips for
stunning landscapes
and seascapes.

Phil Drinkwater

phildwedding
photography.co.uk
Wedding shooter Phil
Drinkwater discusses low light
and exposure compensation.

Moritz Schmittat

schmittat.uk
Professional studio
photographer Schmittat
explains the benefits of
using a kicker light.

Neil van Niekerk

neilvn.com
Discover how to balance
flash with ambient light
with tips from pro shooter
Neil van Niekerk.

Christina Greve

christinagreve.com
Using RAW correctly
is incredibly important to
your work, as Christina
Greve reveals in her tips.

Sean Scheidt

seanscheidt.com
Portrait, fashion and editorial
photographer Scheidt
explores how to balance the
colours in your photos.
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Low light can be just as problematic, as
Phil Drinkwater explains, “Let’s say you were
shooting a city night scene in an auto mode
(such as Aperture Priority) where 85 per cent
of the image was near black with just some
twinkles of light from houses. You would dial
down the exposure compensation in order to
compensate, otherwise the camera would try
to make the average of the scene grey – so
the black would be grey and the house lights
would be overexposed.”
Exposure compensation can be used in
all conditions. “Shooting in low light itself
doesn’t lead to using exposure compensation
differently to using it in the daytime,”
Drinkwater continues. “I tend to use auto ISO
these days when using auto modes; not always,
but most of the time. By using exposure
compensation, sensible minimum shutter
speeds and maximum ISO, I find the camera
makes virtually the same decision as I would
95 per cent of the time. It’s especially useful
when going from indoors to outdoors; [just]
change your exposure compensation to match
the brightness of the scene.”

Meter right in
difficult light

Capture perfect pictures
in both harsh light and
low-light conditions

Light from the Sun isn’t always soft and
flattering. At midday it can be very harsh,
creating very unflattering shadows.
“Harsh light often creates unwanted shadows
on faces and overexposed highlights on the
subject, foreground or background,” explains
wedding photographer Katelyn James. “Some
photographers would say that the only way
you can shoot correctly in harsh lighting is
to use artificial light to balance the Sun’s
intense rays. I have found that’s not always
true, especially for photographers like me who
prefer natural light styles.”
James follows a simple rule of thumb when
shooting outside. “The goal is to keep the
Sun to the back of the subject’s head, as that
protects them from spotty or uneven light
that can be hard to expose properly… Other
things I strategically try to do when shooting in
harsh light [include] finding natural reflectors,
keeping the light from my subject’s face and
chest and looking for diffused light.”
When taking pictures in harsh light, you
should set your camera’s meter to spot
metering, so you can select where your camera
is metering from. “In my opinion, metering
for the face is the easiest way to find proper
exposure in harsh lighting situations, and this
will immediately show you if your background
is going to be overexposed or not,” explains
James. “You have to use spot metering in
these situations, or else your camera will
evaluate the situation for you and will decide to
underexpose your image.”
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This image has been
skilfully framed, but a
darker exposure would add
more drama to the scene

By using negative exposure
compensation, Drinkwater
prevented the camera’s meter
from brightening the shadows

2x © Phil Drinkwater

Take control

Above

Even tones

Spot metering and
careful positioning of
the couple in relation
to the Sun results
in a well-balanced
exposure with good
skin tones

Left

Unbalanced
exposure
The camera has
struggled to record
all the tones in the
scene in a way that’s
pleasing to the eye,
with areas of flare
that are distracting

Illuminate your naturally lit imagery with reflectors found in the environment

Left

Less atmosphere

This button is one of
the most important
on your DSLR or CSC

Natural light is difficult to control, and
depending on where the Sun is in the sky it can
produce very undesirable shadows, especially
under the subject’s eyes. One solution is to
position your subject next to an object in the
environment that will reflect the light and
fill these shadows. These natural reflectors
are perfect for wedding photographers in
particular, as it means less kit to carry around.
It’s important for photographers to think in
terms of light and once you start searching
for natural reflectors you’ll notice potential
sources everywhere.
“Natural reflectors are so important,” explains
Katelyn James. “When you are looking for a
natural reflector, keep in mind that it should be
light in colour and reflective of light.” This can
be anything from a light-coloured pavement
or wall, a window or even a golden field of
wheat. However, you’ll need to watch out for
unwanted colour being reflected onto your
subject. “When you are photographing a
bride and groom it’s very important that the
reflecting light is clean and doesn’t have any
colour to it,” advises James. This is to ensure
that the bride’s dress stays pure white – but a
warm hue might be welcome at times.

Warm glow
While your reflector
should provide clean,
white light in wedding
shots, using a coloured
reflector can add warmth
to your portraits
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3x © Katelyn James Photography
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Above

Exposure
compensation

Use natural reflectors

STABILISE
YOUR CAMERA
Avoid high ISOs by placing your
camera on a monopod to stabilise
it, enabling you to shoot at a slower
shutter speed than would be
possible otherwise. Monopods
are much quicker to use
than tripods and are
very portable.

Inset

© Adrian Galka
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Go wide and get close

A clear sense of action
in your images adds a
very professional touch

Shoot with a wide-angle lens and get near to your subject for extra impact
Street shot
“If you want to
immerse yourself
in a scene and get
properly involved in what you
see, there is nothing better
than to get real close,” says
Galka. As photojournalist
Robert Capa famously said,
“if your photographs aren’t
good enough, you’re not close
enough”. Galka agrees and
says that when a street image
is shot on a wide-angle lens
the viewer should feel like they
are part of the scene

© Ronya Galka

Professional
landscape
photographer Andy
Farrer says, “Getting in close
to foreground objects guides
the attention of the viewer to
the elements which you have
chosen. It will also make them
appear larger in relation to the
background, adding impact”

2x © Ian Rolfe
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Lens choice If the amount of aperture blades is
an even number, it will produce that many points
– if the amount of blades is an odd number, it will
produce double as many points.
AFTER

Add some spark
Ian Rolfe’s top sunstar tips

1

Be creative when you are
shooting a sporting event,
especially when there are a lot of
competing photographers. This
will help your images stand out,
so avoid static shots where you
have perfectly frozen the action

Old Harry

Avoid flare Make sure your lens is spotlessly clean
and also avoid using a filter of any kind in front of
your lens. If you are getting flare it may be because
of the angle at which the light is hitting your lens, so
consider changing your composition.

4

Motorbike pan

The Rat Race

2

BEFORE

Above

Use a small aperture I find any f-stop smaller than
f16 to be usually sufficient, but f22 is the optimum.

4

Block the Sun In order to get a crisp sunstar you
need to partially block the Sun with an element
in the scene. This basically just shrinks the size of the
light source and helps it to flare instead of just being a
white, overly bright part of your scene.

5

Light matters If you want a really crisp sunstar,
then the Sun should not be diffused by any cloud,
fog, mist or pollution.
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© Ronya Galka

“Movement is not only
important for me in the
subjects that I capture,
but it is also a fundamental part
of my technique when shooting
street… I shoot while on the move
and I think that movement makes
for images that feel much more
dynamic and alive,” explains
Ronya Galka. There’s no motion
blur here, but each person’s
position gives a sense of action

A sense of movement and motion in your
photos will add dynamism and energy to your
shots, making them much more compelling.
As professional sports shooter Adrian Dennis
explains, “while it can be quite normal to shoot
a rugby or football match at 1/2000 secs to
capture the moment a player kicks the ball,
photographing a racing car using a fast shutter
speed freezes the wheels and makes the car
look stationary” – completely removing the
sense of movement.
To capture this movement you need to
adopt a panning technique. With a slower
shutter speed set, physically move your body
and camera while keeping them in the same
part of the frame throughout the exposure. If
the subject is a racing car, for example, then
somewhere on the main body should be sharp,
with the wheels showing some motion blur.
The background should also be completely
blurred. It can be tricky, especially if your
subject is moving fast, and keeping it in the
same part of the frame throughout is difficult.
Results can also be hard to predict, but a good
panning shot can be really striking.

Work
with waves

Incorporate the
patterns they create

Using the pattern of waves as lead-in lines in
your seascapes is a useful skill. Landscape
photographer Andy Farrer explains that
“connecting the foreground and background
will give better continuity to an image, making
it feel like one image and not just a foreground
and a background. Waves provide a natural
and pleasing way to link the two.” These natural
lead-in lines will help to draw the viewer into
and around your image.
The sea is a constantly moving entity, and
unless you are shooting on a particularly calm
day, the motion of the moving water will create
lots of interesting patterns that will add interest
and help to convey the mood of your image.
© Andy Farrer

Often photographers become far too reliant
on their zoom lens, and instead of getting in
close to their subject they shoot from further
back than they should – ultimately detaching
themselves from the scene.
For professional photographer Ronya Galka,
prime wide-angle lenses are the best choice
for street photography, because these types
of lens are close to the focal composition of
the human eye – her particular favourites are
35mm and 50mm. “They give a
wonderfully realistic vantage
point for the viewer and
WIDE
help depict street scenes
ADVANTAGE
in their most true-to“Wide-angle lenses [offer] much
life manner,” explains
greater depth of field, [so] it’s
Galka. “A wide-angle
much
easier to obtain front to back
lens enables me
sharpness... the horizon appears
to get great shots
much further away from the
up-close, but equally
foreground, adding depth
allows me to tell a more
and a sense of space,”
comprehensive story
explains Farrer.
when the context of the
wider scene is given.” A simple
wide shot of a street scene with
no foreground interest will lack impact and
can often feel quite detached – great street
photography should be fully immersive. This
is also true when this technique is applied to
landscape photography; getting in close to a
foreground object while capturing the wider
landscape beyond adds context and a sense of
scale to the image.
© Andy Farrer
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Capture
movement
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10 ESSENTIAL EXPERT TRICKS

7

Consider the
ambient light Take
a few test shots without
flash and assess the
results. Once you know
what the exposure
should be in order to
expose the ambient
light accurately, set your
camera to Manual mode
and set the exposure
to underexpose the
ambient by one or two
stops. This helps to
create a high-end look
and feel in the image.

Balance the light

subject in relation to it. The key here
is to work conservatively, I often see
photographers who are new to using offcamera flash place the flash too low, or
too far off to the side.” Van Niekerk goes
on to explain that “I aim to have Butterfly

lighting, or Loop lighting. This way
there are no dramatic shadows and
there’s little risk of the shadow of your
subject’s nose creating a Charlie
Chaplin moustache, or streaking across
their cheekbone.”

8

Use a kicker

Enhance the depth and
drama in your portraits
with this simple addition

© Mortiz Schmittat

“A kicker light is the magic ingredient to making
your portraits three-dimensional,” says portrait
photographer Moritz Schmittat. “A main light, or key
light, typically lights only one side of your subject’s
face, and while this creates lovely light and dark areas
on the front of the face, it doesn’t do much for the
subject’s outline. This is where one or several kicker
lights come into play... I tend to place my kicker light
exactly opposite my main light in order to emphasise
the contour of the hair. It’s a good idea to place
the kicker light slightly higher than the subject and
pointing downwards. The most important variable is
power. If you overdo the kicker light your portraits will
feel unbalanced.”
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Set up your camera and position the
flash You must ensure that your shutter
speed is no faster than the maximum flash
sync speed of your camera – this is usually
around 1/200secs.

QUALITY OF
LIGHT

© Neil Van Niekerk

3

Expose the flash Set the flash to
Manual and start on 1/4 power to begin
with. Once you have taken some test shots
you might find that you need to dial the
power up or down depending on the results.

Above

With flash
Here the flash has completely
lifted the image and illuminated
the model while balancing the
ambient light with the flash

9

The closer you position your
speedlight or studio flash to your
subject the softer the light will be. Hard
light is characterised by hard edges
between the light and shadow and
soft light has a smoother transition.
If you want the light to be harder
simply move the light
further away.

Right

Tonal harmony

If you study the work of many
professional photographers,
you’ll see that they are very
mindful of colour balance

Control colour

Sean Scheidt reveal his tips for tonal balancing
What is the importance of deliberately
restricting the tonal palette in photos?
For me, everything comes back around
to intent... using minimal complementary
colour combinations really helps create
a unified sense of a ‘world’ within the
photograph. There is a visual consistency
that allows the viewer to access the subject,
feel the tone or be drawn into the story
we are telling.
What advice would you give to other
photographers when it comes to colour?
Remove all that is unnecessary... a plate of
food made by a talented chef only has on
it that which is absolutely necessary for the
overall dish. Anything else is superfluous,

muddying up the experience. Be thoughtful
as you shoot and plan your shots in advance
if possible. It helps me to sketch. Take test
shots and really look them over. Notice
where your eye gravitates towards. Are there
distractions? If so, remove them.
How can careful editing help to enhance
this effect?
After the usual dodging, burning and
contrast adjustments, I spend a great deal
of time focusing on colour toning... again
focus on how your eye travels. Remove any
distractions to the overall composition. This
takes care of everything you weren’t able to
get in-camera or perhaps some things you
just didn’t notice.
2x © Sean Scheidt

On-camera flash can often be rather harsh, but the
simple act of taking it off and moving its position can
utterly transform your imagery.
When it comes to outdoor photography flash
may not always be the obvious choice, especially
when you consider some of our previous tips on
tackling extreme natural lighting. However, in certain
circumstances balancing flash with ambient light will
really lift an image and give it more depth.
Without flash, if you expose for the subject your
background will overexpose, and if you expose for the
background then your subject will be underexposed.
So the best technique is to position an off-camera
flash to illuminate your subject and set your exposure
to underexpose your background by around a stop
or two. Experimentation is key here.
For professional photographer Neil van Niekerk,
“the balancing of the flash and ambient light is
essential, but it’s also just as much about the
positioning of the light and how you pose your

© Neil Van Niekerk

Learn how to use off-camera
flash for shooting striking
portraits in ambient light

© Neil Van Niekerk
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Get more with RAW

Give yourself maximum power to control the look of your imagery
life-saver,” explains photographer Christina
Greve. Each RAW image file retains all of the
information that is picked up by the camera’s
sensor, which means you’ll be able to radically
edit your images without degrading your
shots. Technically every image that is captured
by your camera captures the entire sensor
information, but as soon as you switch to
JPEG you are giving your camera permission
to discard a large chunk of the information. It

makes far more sense to choose RAW and
keep the power in your own hands.
Although best practice dictates that you
should perfect your settings like exposure and
white balance in every shot that you take, RAW
provides photographers with a valuable safety
net and flexibility post-shoot that JPEGs don’t.
The most important thing to remember is that
editing RAW files is completely non-destructive,
DP
unlike JPEGs.

6x © Christine Greve

Despite advances in JPEG quality, professional
photographers generally opt for RAW format,
favouring the extra editing options that it
provides them with.
“The control it gives me when I edit is
absolutely wonderful, almost magical…
As a lifestyle photographer always on the
move, there’s often little time to organise the
perfect setup for my photos like you would do
in a studio. That’s when shooting RAW is a

SHARPNESS AND CLARITY

LEVELS OF BRIGHTNESS

CLASSIC CURVES

The amount of detail will mean that you are able to make large
crops to your image without losing too much quality.

You can make radical adjustments to Highlights, Shadows,
Blacks, Whites, Contrast and Brightness.

Play with the Curve by raising it slightly at the top and in the
centre to add light, and lower it at the bottom to add contrast.

THE BRUSH TOOL

WHITE BALANCE

EXPOSURE

Fix highlights or open up shadows in specific areas of the
image. Control where you want the viewer’s eye to focus.
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Shooting RAW enables you to radically change and fix your
white balance post-capture.

If you have shot in RAW you will be able to recover even the
most over or underexposed imagery without losing quality.

